
New Application Info 

 

As you know, with any new product, it takes time to iron out all the wrinkles.  

With Satlon 105, it is going to be an ongoing process because you people out there are starting to 

discover that what you have purchased is an exceptional product in so many ways. One of the 

ways Satlon 105 shows its exceptional ability to other Super Glues is the fact that one can 

experiment with it. Should one method not work, then one can try another and another until it 

does.  

i.e.: PVC applications. 

Now I know that in the Tutorial Tabs, say the Rubber Ducks one, we tell you to clean the PVC 

with one of the following cleaning materials; Acetone, Degreaser or Thinners. Some very 

enterprising woman, namely my better half, discovered that cleaning said PVC is not always 

advisable. As long as there is no oil on the PVC, try to use an un-cleaned off-cut on a section that 

is not going to be noticed first. You may be surprised at the outcome. It may not always work but 

this is just one of the discoveries we have made. (should the un-cleaned off-cut not stick, then 

experiment with the other three cleaning materials. Then again, why not try Petrol, or Benzene 

etc?)  

Here’s another recipe; Plastics and plastic Petrol/Diesel tanks.  

This, or should I say these recipes come from a friend who repairs above items on a regular 

basis. 

The first method he calls ‘Stitching’. 

A hard section of plastic has cracked or broken. ‘V’ the crack both sides top and bottom. Rough 

sand paper both sections, top and bottom. (Experiment with or without cleaning materials.) Drill 

small holes opposite each other all along the crack. The section between two opposing holes 

must now be cut out so that one would more or less have something like this.  
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The cut out and ‘V’ sections one can now fill with bi-carbonate of soda. Flatten and then pour 

Satlon over. Turnover and apply bi-carb into the ‘V’ and as required. Glue and let stand for an 

hour. Sand down as necessary. (I ALWAYS POUR BI-CARB INTO THE ‘V’ed SECTION 

AND OVER ONTO THE SIDES.)  

This actually works and gives a far better strength to the joint. 

 The second method my friend calls SWEATING and this one he uses on the tanks, it 

goes something like this; 

 Clean area around the crack.  

 Roughen area with rough sandpaper (a Plastic Technician actually said one should take a 

hacksaw blade and cut deep grooves ‘criss-crossed’ over the crack as well).  

 Pour some satlon 105 into the crack and give pressure if you can. Then pour your powder 

over the glue and flatten it.  

 Pour glue over the powder saturating it.  

 Take fiberglass tissue or surface veil as they call it(NOT FIBERGLASS MATTING – 

THE VEIL IS WHITE AND THIN LIKE PAPER). Cut the veil so that it is larger than 

the crack/hole and place it over the glued area. 

 Flatten veil and just glue one corner with powder(flattened) and glue. Then hold the veil 

down while sprinkling powder all over the veil and then adding the glue.  

 Leave for 15 minutes and sand down. 

Here is something of interest; you have a problem with a fuel tank and do not know that you can 

fix it yourself, so you call a certain company out in an emergency to come fix it on site. The 

below facts are generalized… 

 Let’s say this company has a working capital of R11.000.00 

 He works for 21 days a month @ 168 hours per month @ 8 hours per day. 

 Divide 11000 into 168 and you get an hourly rate of R65.48 

 Therefore he will have his MINIMUM rate @ 1 hour @ R70.00 not inclusive of 

VAT(just to have a nice rounded figure). 

 Thereafter, he would probably go down five bucks to R65.00 per hour or part thereof. 

On average 3 to 4 hours which would include 

stripping/cleaning/preparing/application/finishing and re-installing. 

 Before I forget, there will be a callout fee and assessment of plus minus R150.00 

So there you have it. 

You do the maths and see what it will cost you if you do not repair your own fuel tanks. 

SHOULD ANY OF YOU PEOPLE HAVE ANY BETTER WAYS OF REPAIRING 

PLASTICS, LET US KNOW. 


